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Program Highlights and outline

Our youngest group is the "GFLYC Guppies". This is for first time sailors
and young ones that want a more fun relaxed atmosphere to become
familiar with sailboats and have fun playing in the water. You can be any
age for this group and we will meet on the bank of Eden isle Marina at
9am on the first Saturday of the month. On the water games, catch the
flag races and snacks are on the agenda for this group of wild pirate sailors!
Our second group is the "GFLYC Explorers" . Typical age of this group
would be a little older but if the sailor has some experience and is wanting a
bigger adventure, this is the group for them. We will meet at R dock at
1pm on the first Saturday and will have a more formal curriculum. Some
basic seamanship skills and sailing lessons. We then plan for longer, out of
the cove sails out to a beach, Goat island, etc. Every sailor will need to be
assigned a boat (2 per for most of the smaller boats) and class size will be
limited. Aisbasic
understanding sailing and prior experience from last year's
program
recommended.

This year the program will cost $20 per Saturday for non member families
but is included in a membership to GFLYC. Please fill out the application
and get it turned in. Because we want to keep this a quality program, we
are limiting the Guppy group to 15 and the Explorer group to 8.
GFLYC is committed to promoting sailing in Arkansas with a fun and
exciting youth program. Sailing is a family oriented life long past time and
we encourage all parents to become involved. Please consider volunteering to
help this summer and becoming a member of GFLYC. Visit our website ,
gflyc.org, for more info. Thanks and we look forward to seeing you on the
water.

Kevin Vandiver,
GFLYC Commodore

Email GFLYC1@gmail.com for
applications and details.
Find us on facebook
www.gflyc.org for more
details

